Force sensing system for automated assessment of motor performance during fMRI.
Finger tapping sequences are a commonly used measure of motor learning in functional imaging studies. Subjects repeat a defined sequence of finger taps as fast as possible for a set period of time. The number of sequences completed per unit time is the measure of performance. Assessment of speed and accuracy is generally accomplished by video recording the session then replaying in slow motion to assess rate and accuracy. This is a time consuming and error prone process. Keyboards and instrumented gloves have also been used for task assessment though they are relatively expensive and not usually compatible in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. To address these problems, we developed a low cost system using MRI compatible force sensitive resistors (FSR) to assess the performance during a finger sequence task. This system additionally provides information on finger coordination including time between sequences, intervals between taps, and tap duration. The method was validated by comparing the FSR system results with results obtained by video analysis during the same session.